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ABSTRACT

One of the most significant advances by NASA’s Kepler Mission was the discovery
of an abundant new population of highly irradiated planets with sizes between those
of the Earth and Neptune, unlike anything found in the Solar System. Subsequent
analysis showed that at ∼1.5 R⊕ there is a transition from a population of predom-
inantly rocky super-Earths to non-rocky sub-Neptunes, which must have substantial
volatile envelopes to explain their low densities. Determining the origin of these highly
irradiated rocky planets will be critical to our understanding of low-mass planet forma-
tion and the frequency of potentially habitable Earth-like planets. These short-period
rocky super-Earths could simply be the stripped cores of sub-Neptunes, which have
lost their envelopes due to atmospheric photo-evaporation or other processes, or they
might instead be a separate population of inherently rocky planets, which never had
significant envelopes. We suggest an observational path forward to distinguish between
these scenarios. Using models of atmospheric photo-evaporation, we show that if most
bare rocky planets are the evaporated cores of sub-Neptunes then the transition radius
should decrease as surveys push to longer orbital periods, since on wider orbits only
planets with smaller less massive cores can be stripped. On the other hand, if most
rocky planets formed after their disks dissipate then these planets will have formed
without initial gaseous envelopes. In this case, we use N-body simulations of planet
formation to show that the transition radius should increase with orbital period, due
to the increasing solid mass available in their disks. Moreover, we show that distin-
guishing between these two scenarios should be possible in coming years with radial
velocity follow-up of planets found by TESS. Finally, we discuss the broader impli-
cations of this work for current efforts to measure η⊕, which may yield significant
overestimates if most rocky planets form as evaporated cores.

Key words: planets and satellites: atmospheres, planets and satellites: composition,
planets and satellites: physical evolution

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the key revelations from NASA’s Kepler Mission
has been the discovery of an abundant new population of
short period planets with transit radii in between the radii
of Earth and Neptune. These planets occupy a range of sizes
and orbits that is completely vacant in the Solar System, and

? E-mail: elopez@roe.ac.uk

so they present a key test of traditional models of planet
formation. Below a transit radius of ∼1.5 R⊕, most planets
with measured masses seem to be consistent with bare rocky
compositions with an Earth-like mixture of silicates and iron
(Dressing et al. 2015). However, at ∼1.5 R⊕ there appears to
be a transition between a primarily rocky and a primarily
non-rocky planet population, where most planets above this
size must have large volatile envelopes to explain their lower
densities (Rogers 2015). Throughout this paper, we will refer
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to the radius at which this transition between these rocky
super-Earths and non-rocky sub-Neptunes as Rtrans.

One key question is whether the rocky super-Earths be-
low Rtrans and the volatile rich sub-Neptunes above Rtrans
represent a single continuous population whose initial com-
positions have been sculpted by post-formation evolution,
or two separate populations with distinct formation mech-
anisms. In the first case, both the rocky super-Earths and
non-rocky sub-Neptunes would form quickly, while they were
still embedded in their gaseous proto-stellar disks, which
typically last up to ∼10 Myr (Haisch et al. 2001; Williams &
Cieza 2011). The planets would quickly form their rocky or
icy cores and would then accrete gaseous envelopes directly
from the disk (e.g., Bodenheimer & Pollack 1986; Lissauer
1993; Pollack et al. 1996). If planets reach ∼half of their to-
tal mass in gas, then they will typically undergo run-away
accretion to produce gas giants (e.g., Pollack et al. 1996; Al-
ibert et al. 2005; Rafikov 2006). However, most short-period
planets should remain well below this limit and we would
instead expect them to have a broad range of initial en-
velope mass fractions from <1% gas to ∼50% by mass as
determined primarily by disk mass and lifetime, the opac-
ity of dust grains, planetary core mass, the local disk tem-
perature, and orbit of the planets (e.g., Rogers et al. 2011;
Ikoma & Hori 2012; Mordasini et al. 2012; Bodenheimer &
Lissauer 2014; Mordasini et al. 2014; Lee & Chiang 2015,
2016). The short-period rocky planets meanwhile, would rep-
resent those planets which lost their initial gaseous envelopes
through processes like XUV-driven photo-evaporation (e.g.,
Lopez et al. 2012; Owen & Wu 2013; Jin et al. 2014; Chen
& Rogers 2016; Lopez 2016) or atmospheric impact erosion
(e.g., Catling & Zahnle 2013; Inamdar & Schlichting 2015;
Schlichting et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015; Inamdar & Schlicht-
ing 2016).

On the other hand, if the rocky planet population fin-
ished assembling their cores after their proto-stellar disks
had already dissipated, then they would never have had
initial gaseous envelopes and would represent a primordial
rocky planet population. This is generally believed to be
how the terrestrial planets of the inner solar system formed,
where evidence from isotope ratios (e.g., Tera et al. 1974;
Allègre et al. 1995; Touboul et al. 2007; Kleine et al. 2009;
Nemchin et al. 2009) suggest that the Earth mostly finished
assembling with the moon forming impact when the solar
system was ∼30-100 Myr old. While there is a great deal of
debate about the exact timing (e.g., see Kleine et al. 2009),
the final phases of Earth’s formation very likely took place
long after the proto-solar nebula had already dissipated (Lis-
sauer 1987; Haisch et al. 2001). This is not to say that a
primordial rocky planet population would consist of com-
pletely airless bodies, they could have significant secondary
atmospheres reaching pressures of hundred of bars that are
outgassed from their interiors (Elkins-Tanton & Seager 2008;
Schaefer & Fegley 2010). However, any such secondary at-
mospheres would still only represent a small fraction of a
planets total mass .0.1% Although extremely important for
habitability, a hydrogen envelope that is < 10−3 M⊕ would
be far too thin to measurably change the bulk radius of a
transiting planet (Lopez & Fortney 2014), and so from the
point of view of current transit surveys any planets without
large gaseous envelopes accreted from the disk, including the
Earth, are indistinguishable from bare rocks.

Figure 1. Updated from Lopez & Fortney (2014) this shows the
total lifetime XUV heating planets receive, assuming their current

orbits and radii, vs. their current gravitational binding energy.
Included are all currently known transiting planets below 100

M⊕ with masses and radii measured to better than 50%. Planets

are color-coded by their H/He envelope mass fractions, assum-
ing Earth-like cores, with planets that are likely bare rock shown

by by rust-colored open circles. The dashed line meanwhile cor-

responds to the photo-evaporation threshold predicted by Lopez
et al. (2012), above which we find only bare rocky planets, which

have likely been stripped of any primordial envelope.

Both these scenarios, a primordial rocky planet popula-
tion and one that originated as the stripped cores of gaseous
sub-Neptunes, are consistent with current evidence. This is
because the vast majority of confirmed rocky exoplanets are
on highly irradiated orbits where planets are extremely vul-
nerable to losing any primordial envelopes to atmospheric
escape (e.g., Léger et al. 2009; Batalha et al. 2011; Pepe
et al. 2013; Dressing et al. 2015). Indeed, from the over-
all distribution of short-period low-mass transiting planets,
there is substantial evidence that this population has been
significantly sculpted by XUV-driven photo-evaporation, or
another comparable process (e.g., Lopez et al. 2012; Jack-
son et al. 2011; Owen & Wu 2013; Jin et al. 2014; Chen
& Rogers 2016). For example, in Figure 1 we compare the
current gravitational binding energy of all low-mass tran-
siting planets to the lifetime integrated X-ray heating these
planets have received. This shows a clear threshold, con-
sistent with models of photo-evaporation, beyond which no
known planets have retained gaseous H/He envelopes (Lopez
et al. 2012; Lopez & Fortney 2014; Owen & Jackson 2012;
Owen & Wu 2013; Jackson et al. 2011; Chen & Rogers 2016;
Jin et al. 2014). Moreover, starting from a log-uniform ini-
tial distribution of envelope mass fractions Chen & Rogers
(2016) recently showed that photo-evaporation models can
adequately reproduce the overall distribution of planet radii
for planets with orbits out to ∼0.25 AU.

Critically, however, because of its relatively low XUV
irradiation, the Earth could not have formed as the evap-
orated core of a sub-Neptune. Although very early studies
by Hayashi et al. (1979) and Sekiya et al. (1980) suggested
that Earth could have had a significant initial hydrogen en-
velope, these studies were conducted before we had good
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observational constraints on disk lifetimes and stellar XUV
histories. Subsequent studies by Erkaev et al. (2013) and
Lammer et al. (2014) estimate that the Earth could have
only lost up to ∼10 Earth Ocean equivalents of hydrogen,
which corresponds to ∼ 3 × 10−4 M⊕ or a surface pressure
of ∼50 bar. A more recent study by Johnstone et al. (2015)
found that the Earth could have lost up to 1% of it’s mass,
however this required assuming both that the Sun was born
as a very fast rotator and an extremely high core luminosity.
Consequently, 10−3 M⊕ is likely a reasonable estimate for the
maximum primordial envelope that can be evaporated from
a typical Earth-like planet, and therefore we consider Earth
to have been “born-rocky”.

As a result, distinguishing between these two scenarios
for the origin of the rocky exoplanet population will be crit-
ical in our efforts to constrain the frequency of Earth-like
planets in the habitable zones of Sun-like stars, as discussed
in Section 4.2. To do this, we propose a new observational
test to constrain the origin of the rocky planet population
by determining how the transition radius Rtrans between the
rocky and non-rocky planet populations scales with the in-
cident flux a planet receives from its star. Using N-body
simulations of planet assembly and models of atmospheric
photo-evaporation we show that these two scenarios make
opposing predictions for how the transition should scale with
flux, thereby providing us with a powerful diagnostic for the
formation of rocky planets.

2 SCENARIO 1: ROCKY PLANETS AS THE
STRIPPED CORES OF HOT NEPTUNES

2.1 Evaporation Model

In order to make predictions for the impact of photo-
evaporation on the rocky to non-rocky transition we use
of the planet evolution model described in Lopez (2016).
Lopez & Fortney (2014) and Lopez (2016) describe this
model in greater detail, however, for the benefit of the reader
we briefly summarize the key features here. The evolution
model consists of two main components. The first is an inte-
rior structure and thermal evolution model, which computes
hydrostatic structure models for planets with gaseous en-
velopes atop rocky cores and then evolves them in time as a
planet cools and contracts after formation (Lopez et al. 2012;
Lopez & Fortney 2014). This allows us to predict planetary
radii as a function of a planet’s core mass, envelope mass,
irradiation, and age. The models presented here are com-
puted for solar-composition H/He envelopes atop Earth-like
rocky cores with 1/3 of their mass in and iron core and 2/3
in a silicate mantle orbiting Sun-like stars. We have made
one small modification to the structure model from previ-
ous publications, to maintain consistency with the later dis-
cussion we now use the core mass-radius relationship from
Zeng et al. (2016). This thermal evolution model is then
coupled to a parameterized photo-evaporation model as de-
scribed in Lopez et al. (2012) and Lopez & Fortney (2013),
which allows us to predict how the envelope mass and there-
fore radius change as a planet loses mass to XUV-driven
photo-evaporation. Here we use the modified mass-loss pre-
scription described in Lopez (2016), which accounts for the
impact of radiation-recombination limited cooling (Murray-
Clay et al. 2009) for the most extremely irradiated planets.

Specifically, we compute the overall mass loss rate by taking
the minimum of the energy-limited mass loss rate using the
formalism of Erkaev et al. (2007), which is applicable for
planets receiving XUV fluxes higher than Earth today, and
the radiation-recombination limited rate, which is appropri-
ate for more irradiated planets, following the formalism of
Murray-Clay et al. (2009) and Chen & Rogers (2016). These
two rates are described by equations (1) and (2)

ṀEL = −
εXUVπFXUVR3

base
GMpKtide

(1)

ṀRR = − 4πcsR2
s µ+,windmH *

,

FXUVGMp

hν0αrec,Bc2
s R2

base

+
-

1/2

× exp


GMp

Rbasec2
s

(
Rbase

Rs
− 1

)
(2)

Here εXUV is a parameterization of the efficiency of
photo-evaporation, generally taken to be ∼10% for solar
composition atmospheres (e.g., Jackson et al. 2010; Valencia
et al. 2010; Lopez et al. 2012; Jin et al. 2014; Chen & Rogers
2016). FXUV is the XUV flux at a planet’s orbit, which we
take as FXUV = 29.7(Ls/L�)(a/AU)−2(age/Gyr)−1.23 erg s−1

cm−2 for Sun-like stars older than 100 Myr based on Ribas
et al. (2005), while at ages younger than 100 Myr we assume
that the stellar XUV luminosity saturates at ≈ 10( −3.5)Lbol
based on Jackson et al. (2011). Rbase and Rs are the radii
of the XUV photosphere and the sonic point respectively,
computed following the method described in Lopez (2016),
and cs is the sound speed at the sonic point, typically ∼10
km/s. Mp is the total planet mass. Ktide is a slight geometric
correction factor. Finally, hν0 ≈ 20 eV is the typically energy
of the incoming ionizing radiation and αrec,B is the case B
recombination coefficient for hydrogen.

Taking the minimum of these two rates is a commonly
used approximation (e.g., Jin et al. 2014; Chen & Rogers
2016), which approximates the predictions of hydrodynamic
mass loss models (e.g., Murray-Clay et al. 2009; Owen &
Jackson 2012), and is generally applicable for planets with
H/He envelopes and periods .100 days, where the evapo-
rative wind should be fully collisional. For planets in the
habitable zones of Sun-like stars this model is not applica-
ble, since there it is necessary to take into account the role of
molecular coolants and conduction (e.g., Tian et al. 2008),
along with non-collisional and non-thermal escape processes,
however, modeling such planets is beyond the scope of this
paper and at any rate they are not relevant to the observa-
tional predictions made here.

2.2 Evaporation Results

Using this model, we then ran a large suite of approximately
20,000 evolution models on a grid covering a range of ini-
tial core masses, envelope fractions, and levels of irradiation.
The points on this grid were spaced uniformly in log space
with cores ranging from 1 to 20 M⊕, initial envelope frac-
tions from 0.1 to 50%, and bolometric incident fluxes from
10 to 1000 F⊕. We chose this log-uniform spacing primar-
ily to fully explore the relevant parameter space. However,
as we noted before, Chen & Rogers (2016) found that such

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2016)



4 Eric D. Lopez, Ken Rice

Figure 2. This plots the final planet radius predicted by the
evolution model after 5 Gyr of thermal and photo-evaporative

evolution vs. the incident bolometric flux that a planet receives

at its orbit, for planets with solar composition H/He envelopes
atop Earth-like cores. & 20,000 individual model runs where per-

formed to generate this figure. The results of individual runs are
shown by the points, which have been color-coded by their final

H/He envelope mass fraction. Rust-colored points in the bottom

right indicate bare rocky planets which have completely lost their
H/He envelopes. The grey-scale background meanwhile shows the

number of models that ended up in each radius-flux bin, where

darker shades corresponds to a higher density of points, and clear
regions correspond to areas devoid of models.

an initial distribution was able to reproduce the observed
radius distribution when photo-evaporation is included. In
any case, the general predictions for the flux dependence of
the transition radius presented here are insensitive to any
of these choices. We allowed these models to start photo-
evaporating at 10 Myr, shortly after the end of planet for-
mation, and ended them once the planet reached 5 Gyr, at
which point we recorded the final planet radius and envelope
fraction.

Figure 2 summarizes the results from this grid of mod-
els. At lower levels of irradiation .100 F⊕ and larger radii
& 1.5R⊕ we find the population of gas rich sub-Neptunes
which have resisted photo-evaporation. These are the most
abundant population of exoplanets found by Kepler (Pe-
tigura et al. 2013b; Burke et al. 2015) and our model predicts
that planets in this size range typically have moderate gas
envelopes composing ∼1-10% of their total mass (Lopez &
Fortney 2014). Meanwhile, at higher levels of irradiation and
smaller sizes we find the population of bare rocky cores that
have had their envelopes completely stripped away by photo-
evaporation. These are the planets that we are interested in
here, and we will discuss the features of this population more
below. Finally, in between these two populations there is a
narrow “evaporation valley” in which our model and other
evaporation models (e.g., Owen & Wu 2013; Jin et al. 2014),
predict that planets should be relatively rare. Although it is
not the focus of this paper, the evaporation valley is also a
key prediction of these models, which may be diagnostic in
constraining the formation and composition of sub-Neptunes
and super-Earths, particularly whether they contain large
amounts of water or other volatiles ices that formed beyond

Figure 3. Similar to Figure 2 except here we only show those
rocky planets that have completely lost their gaseous envelopes.

Again, the grey-scale shows the number of models that ended

up in each radius-flux bin, where darker shades corresponds to
a higher density of models. The color-coding meanwhile shows

the core-mass for each of our models. Critically, if most rocky
planets originate as the evaporated remnants of sub-Neptunes

then the maximum size of bare-rocky planets should increase with

increasing incident flux (decreasing orbital period).

the snow-line (Lopez & Fortney 2013; Owen & Wu 2013).
Indeed, using updated stellar parameters from the CKS sur-
vey (Petigura et al. 2017; Johnson et al. 2017) of Kepler
host stars Fulton et al. (2017) recently found convincing ev-
idence for the existence of this valley or gap in the radius
distribution of Kepler planets with orbital periods .50 days
around Sun-like stars. Morever, Owen & Wu (2017) and Jin
& Mordasini (2017) subsequently showed that the observed
valley seen by Fulton et al. (2017) is well reproduced by
photo-evaporation similar to those used here.

In Figure 3 we have isolated the sample of stripped
rocky cores in order to focus in on the features of this pop-
ulation. Here we can clearly see that the maximum size of
stripped rocky planets produced by photo-evaporation in-
creases with the incident flux a planet receives, and there-
fore decreases with increasing orbital period. This is because
planets with more massive rocky cores are more resistant to
photo-evaporation and therefore require greater irradiation
to lose their envelopes. Lopez & Fortney (2013) showed that
the incident flux necessary for a planet to lose its envelope
scales roughly as Fp ∝ M2.4

core. Therefore at higher fluxes plan-
ets with more massive cores can be stripped, and these more
massive cores are correspondingly larger. At fixed composi-
tion, the radius of Earth-like rocky planets scale roughly as
Rp ∝ M1/3.7

p (Zeng et al. 2016). Combining these two factors
then, we would expect that if the rocky planet population is
primarily produced by photo-evaporative stripping of sub-
Neptunes then the transition radius between rocky and non-
rocky planets should scale roughly as Rtrans ∝ F0.11

p , which is
consistent with what we see in Figures 2 and 3.

Note here that in this scenario what matters is the total
lifetime XUV heating that a planet receives FXUV,lifetime. At
a given stellar type, the average XUV heating will be propor-
tional to a planet’s current bolometric incident flux. How-
ever, at later stellar types FXUV increases relative to Fbol,

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2016)



Predictions for the Transition Between Rocky Super-Earths and Gaseous Sub-Neptunes 5

so this must be taken into account when comparing planets
across a range of host stellar types. Indeed, using X-ray ob-
servations of FGK stars from Jackson et al. (2011) and FUV
observations of early to mid M dwarfs from Shkolnik & Bar-
man (2014), McDonald et al. (submitted to ApJ) recently
calculated the expected lifetime X-ray heating received by
Kepler planets and found that at fixed present day bolomet-
ric flux this scales roughly as EXUV,lifetime/Fbol,current ∝ M−3

s .
X-ray, FUV, and XUV flux should generally be closely cor-
related, and so a rocky/non-rocky transition produced by
photo-evaporation should produce a transition radius that
scales as

Rtrans,evap ∝ F0.11
p M−0.33

s . (3)

Alternatively, we can rewrite this in time of orbital
period since the incident bolometric flux a planet receives
is simply Fp = Ls/(4πa2), where Ls ∝ Ms4 for FGK and
early M stars with 0.43 ≤ Ms ≤ 2.0 (Kippenhahn & Weigert

1990). Therefore using Kepler’s law, Fp ∝ LsM−2/3
s P−4/3 ∝

M10/3
s P−4/3. Putting this in equation (3), then we find that

Rtrans,evap ∝ P−0.15M0.04
s . (4)

Although, given the observational uncertainties on
FXUV,lifetime/Fbol,current, this is also consistent with having no
stellar mass dependence when the transition radius is writ-
ten relative to period, so Rtrans,evap ∝ P−0.15.

One key caveat with these results is that we have used
just a single evolution track for the stellar XUV age relation
for Sun-like stars. However, recent studies (e.g., Tu et al.
2015) have shown that among Sun-like stars the evolution
of stellar XUV luminosity can depend strongly on a star’s
initial rotation rate, with stars with faster initial rotation
staying in the saturation regime for a much larger fraction
of their lifetimes. Comparing stellar evolution tracks for G
stars at the 10th and 90th percentiles in initial rotation, we
estimate that differences in initial rotation could lead to up
to factor of ≈ 7× in the total lifetime integrated XUV lumi-
nosity from a Sun-like star at an age of 5 Gyr. Consequently,
the observed spread in stellar rotation rates may translate
into spread in the location of the rocky/non-rocky transi-
tion, with the largest stripped rocky cores likely occurring
around the fastest rotating stars.

Fortunately, however, the slopes of the scaling relations
derived above are independent of this scatter in initial ro-
tation rates since these are set by the flux and mass de-
pendence of the photo-evaporative escape process together
with the rocky core mass distribution. Therefore so long as
there is no correlation between stellar rotation rates and
the core masses of low-mass planets then our results should
be unchanged. In short, changes in stellar rotation and XUV
emission evolution will affect the location of the evaporation
valley, but not it’s slope. This does however, suggest that
stellar rotation history may be a valuable extra dimension
when examining the trends in the observed Kepler popula-
tion, something which should be increasingly possible with
dramatically improved stellar parameters thanks to spectro-
scopic follow-up surveys (e.g., Petigura et al. 2017; Johnson
et al. 2017), asteroseismology (e.g., Silva Aguirre et al. 2015;

Van Eylen et al. 2017), and Gaia parallaxes (e.g., Berger
et al. 2018).

2.3 Additional Caveats: Impact Erosion and
Water Worlds

Before we move on to our second scenario, there two other
possible caveats that we wish to address here. First, as previ-
ously mentioned, some studies (e.g., Catling & Zahnle 2013;
Inamdar & Schlichting 2015; Schlichting et al. 2015; Liu
et al. 2015; Inamdar & Schlichting 2016) have suggested
that atmospheric erosion by impacts may play a large role in
sculpting the compositions of short-period planets in a man-
ner comparable to mass-loss due to photo-evaporation. How-
ever, a population which has been stripped by impact erosion
will have a different correlation between planet mass, orbital
period, and stellar mass than one which has been sculpted
by photo-evaporation. For example, in the limit of small im-
pactors, Schlichting et al. (2015) found that to first order the
final mass loss fraction went as Xloss ∝ (mimpvimp)/(Mpvesc),
where mimp and vimp are the mass and velocity of the im-
pactor and and vesc =

√
2GMp/Rp is the planet’s escape ve-

locity. Assuming circular orbits and that vimp ∝ vorb = 2πa/P,

then we would expect that M3/2
p R−1/2

p ∝ M1/3
s P−1/3. Again

using Mp ∝ R3.7
p for rocky planets from Zeng et al. (2016),

then this approximately gives M5
p ∝ (Ms/P)1/3 or

Rtrans,impacts ∝ (Ms/P)1/15. (5)

Again using Fp ∝ M10/3
s P−4/3 this can then be re-written

as

Rtrans,impacts ∝ F1/20
p M−1/6

s . (6)

This is only an approximation and it neglects second
order terms that Schlichting et al. (2015) found were impor-
tant for large impactors. Nonetheless, this clearly predicts
that the variation of the transition radius with irradiation
and stellar type for planets that have been stripped by im-
pacts should be weaker than what we found above for photo-
evaporation in equations (3) and (4).

Finally, in addition to bare rocky planets with Earth-
like compositions and planets with modest H/He envelopes
atop Earth-like cores, it is also possible that, like Uranus
and Neptune, some short-period exoplanets could accrete
much of their mass from water and other volatile ices if they
or their planetesimal building blocks migrated from beyond
the snow-line (e.g., Rogers et al. 2011; Hansen & Murray
2012; Mordasini et al. 2012). For individual planets, it is
not possible to rule out this possibility using planetary mass
and radius alone (Rogers & Seager 2010). However, water-
dominated envelopes should be much more resilient against
photo-evaporation than solar composition envelopes, and so
there should be very few planets that are the stripped cores
of former water-worlds and those should only be found on
the most extreme ultra-short-period orbits (Lopez 2016).

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2016)



6 Eric D. Lopez, Ken Rice

3 SCENARIO 2: A PRIMORDIAL ROCKY
POPULATION BORN AFTER DISK
DISPERSAL

The second possibility is that the rocky planet population
simply never had significant volatile envelopes in the first
place and that they formed with their current essentially
bare rocky compositions. This would make sense if these
planets took &10 Myr to finish assembling, as by that point
their proto-planetary gas disks will have already dissipated.
As mentioned above, this is generally believed to be how the
Earth and other terrestrial planets of the inner Solar System
finished forming (e.g., Raymond et al. 2009; Morbidelli et al.
2012).

In this case the rocky and non-rocky exoplanets would
represent two separate populations, likely originating from
different formation timescales, and the transition radius
Rtrans rocky and non-rocky planet would instead arise from
the superposition of these two populations. Therefore in this
scenario, the transition radius will be set by the maximum
typical mass of bare rocky planets as a function of distance
from the star, which should simply be set by the available
supply of solid materials that a planetary core can accrete
by collisions. This is in turn will beset by the solid den-
sity profile in an average disk. To get an idea for the typ-
ical solid density profile from which exoplanetary systems
formed we turn to the analysis of Chiang & Laughlin (2013).
By estimating the heavy element masses for the full sam-
ple of short-period planets found by Kepler as a function
of their semi-major axes, Chiang & Laughlin (2013) were
able to construct a typical Minimum Mass Extrasolar Neb-
ula (MMEN). Specifically they found that the Kepler sam-
ple implies a typical initial solid surface density profile of
the form

σsolid = 6.2 × 102Fdisc(a/0.2 AU)−1.6 g cm−2. (7)

Here, a is semi-major axis and Fdisc is a normaliza-
tion factor that can vary the surface density relative to the
MMEN. This is quite similar in form to the standard overall
surface density profile for the Minimum Mass Solar Neb-
ula σ(a) = σ0(a/AU)−3/2 (Hayashi 1981), except that the
MMEN requires ∼ 3 − 5× more overall mass in solids than
the MMSN (Chiang & Laughlin 2013).

Proto-planets grow their rocky cores by accreting solid
material from within a feeding zone that is proportional to
their Hill radius rH = a(Mp/3Ms)(1/3) . Therefore integrating
rH × σsolid over the disk surface area should give us a good
idea of the typical maximum mass for rocky planets that
form by collisional growth as a function of semi-major axis.
Integrating the Chiang & Laughlin (2013) profile in Equa-

tion (7), this would predict that Mp,max ∝ a0.6M−1/2
s or using

the Zeng et al. (2016) mass-radius relation for rocky planets
that Rtrans ∝ a0.16M−0.14

s .
Indeed, this sort of simple calculation is backed up by

the results of detailed N-body simulations. For example,
Hansen & Murray (2013) performed simulated 100 planetary
systems using their Monte Carlo N-body model, assuming
a σ ∝ a−3/2 density profile. They found a mass distribution
with a large amount of scatter but a general trend of in-
creasing mass with increasing semi-major axis. Specifically,
they found that the distribution of planet masses in their

Figure 4. Similar to Figure 3, except here we show the prediction

from N-body simulations for planets that form without initial
envelopes. Unlike in Figure 3, here we find a maximum size of

bare-rocky planets that decreases with increasing incident flux

(Decreasing period.).

simulations is well fit by a Rayleigh distribution f (m) =
(m/σ2

m)e−0.5(m/σm)2
, with a dispersion σm = 7 M⊕ (a/AU)0.6,

the same scaling relation we derived above.
At fixed stellar type then, this would predict that the

transition radius for planets that are born rocky should scale
as

Rtrans,bornrocky ∝ F−0.08
p . (8)

In terms of orbital period this is equivalent to

Rtrans,bornrocky ∝ P0.11, (9)

which is in the opposite direction of the trend we pre-
dicted for a stripped rocky planet population in Section 2.

In terms of a dependence on stellar properties, naively,
we would expect σsolid to scale as ∝ Mdisk Zdisk ∝ MsZs (e.g.
Kokubo et al. 2006), accounting for the size of the Hill sphere

this would predict that Mp,max ∝ M (1/2)
s Zs and therefore that

Rtrans,bornrocky should increase with stellar mass as ∝ M0.14
s ,

again opposite to the predictions of photo-evaporation. How-
ever, there is currently debate as to whether there is any
evidence for a correlation between planet mass and disk
mass or metallicity for non-giant planets (e.g., Schlaufman
& Laughlin 2011; Mann et al. 2013; Wang & Fischer 2015;
Schlaufman 2015), which may be complicated by dispersion
in the Zdisk − Zstar relation (Liu et al. 2016). Nonetheless,
it seems clear that we would not expect the maximum size
of rocky planets to decrease with increasing stellar mass in
this scenario, unlike our predictions for a photo-evaporated
population, presented in Section 2.

To illustrate our predictions for a primordial rocky
planet population, we carried out our own large suite of N-
body planetary growth simulations. Beginning with the solid
surface density profile from equation (7) (Chiang & Laugh-
lin 2013), we consider a disc that extends from ain = 0.03
AU to aout = 0.5 AU and randomly select Fdisc between 0.1
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and 1. We first generate our planetary embryos by select-
ing a random position near the inner edge of the disc and
assuming that a planetary embryo grows from this material
and that it accretes all of the mass within a feeding zone
that is assumed to be 8 Hill radii wide. The next object is
then assumed to form at a location such that it can also
accrete all the material within its feeding zone, but without
overlapping the feeding zone of the first. We then progress
through the disc turning all the mass in the disc into plane-
tary embryos, ultimatelly forming between about 20 and 40
proto-planetary bodies.

It is then assumed that these planetary bodies are ini-
tially all located within the radial extent of the initial disc
(i.e., within aout ∼ 0.5 AU), that they all have initial eccen-
tricities of e = 0, and that they all lie in the same plane. We
then carry out N-body integrations, using the hybrid sym-
plectic integrator mercury6 (Chambers & Wetherill 1998)
and evolve each simulation for 27 Myr, following the ap-
proach used by Dawson et al. (2016). The simulation time
step was set to 0.5 days and the integrator was switched
from the symplectic integrator to the Burlisch-Stoer inte-
grator if two bodies, Mp,1 and Mp,2, have a close encounter
that brings them within 1 RH, where RH is the mutual Hill
radius

RH =
a1 + a2

2

( Mp,1 + Mp,2
3Ms

)1/3
. (10)

If two planetary bodies collide then we assume perfect
accretion with no fragmentation. However, our general re-
sults should be insensitive to this assumption. Kokubo &
Genda (2010) showed that using more realistic accretion con-
ditions, including fragmentation and hit-and-run collisions,
barely affects the mass and number of planets, or even the
formation timescale, produced by N-body simulations. In to-
tal, we carried out 200 N-body simulations and, after each
had been evolved for 27 Myr, were left with 2052 planetary
bodies. The results of these simulations are summarized in
Figure 4. As expected, we find a maximum radius for the
rocky planets formed by collisions that decreases with inci-
dent flux, consistent with our analytic predictions and the
results of Hansen & Murray (2013), and in stark contrast
to the results predicted by our photo-evaporation models in
Section 2.

Before we move on, however, there is one more impor-
tant caveat we need to address. In our photo-evaporation
calculations in Section 2 we use log uniform core-mass and
incident flux distributions which were independent of each
other. Yet we have just shown in Section 3 that n-body
calculations would predict that on average there should be
a correlation between a planets orbit and the typical core
mass that it can reach. Our justification for this apparent
contradiction is that while the MMEN found by Chiang &
Laughlin (2013) represents the typical mass of an extrasolar
nebula, scatter in extrasolar disk masses appears to be very
large (Chiang & Laughlin 2013; Gaidos 2017). As long as the
scatter solid mass in extrasolar disks is large enough to pro-
vide a large range of core masses at all orbital periods, then
in our evaporation scenario, the effects of photo-evaporation
should dominate over the increase in average core mass with
period and we should find a transition radius that scales as
described in equations (3) and (4). This assumption is sup-

ported by the significant numbers of ultra-short-period rocky
planets with radii ≈1.5 R⊕ (Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2014; Lund-
kvist et al. 2016). In our born rocky scenario meanwhile,
the transition radius, which again is defined as the radius
at which the exoplanet planet population switches from a
majority rocky to a majority non-rocky population, would
reflect the average minimum mass extrasolar nebula, but
with significant scatter above and below the transition. If
however, the typical scatter in disk masses is small, then the
correlations with orbital period or incident flux described in
equations (3)/(4) and (8)/(9) would almost cancel out and
we would only be left with a weak correlation that scales as
Rtrans ∝ F0.03

p . or ∝ P−0.04.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Observational Tests

The results from Sections 2 and 3 present a clear test for
exoplanet observers. A clear way to distinguish between a
primordial rocky planet population and one that originated
as the photo-evaporated cores of sub-Neptunes is to obtain
precise mass measurements, particularly with radial veloc-
ities, for planets near the observed 1.5 R⊕ transition for
planets receiving a wide range of orbital periods and stel-
lar types. If most of these planets born-rocky like the Earth
then we would expect the radius of the rocky to non-rocky
transition to increase with orbital period as ∝ P0.11, while if
they are instead predominantly the evaporated cores of sub-
Neptunes then would expect the rocky/non-rocky transition
to decrease with orbital period as ∝ P−0.15.

Such an observational test should soon be feasible. In
early 2018, NASA will launch the Transiting Exoplanet
Survey Satellite (TESS) Mission, a two year all sky tran-
sit survey of >200,000 stars with visual magnitudes of 4-
13 (Ricker et al. 2014). Likewise, next year ESA plans to
launch the CHaracterising ExOPlanets Satellite (CHEOPS)
Mission (Broeg et al. 2013), which will search for transits
around bright stars with known radial velocity planets. To-
gether, these new surveys should yield a large new sample of
planets around bright nearby stars that can more easily be
followed up with radial velocity observations to determine
planet masses and therefore constrain planet compositions.

Moreover, a characterization of the period dependence
of the transition should be achievable with a reasonable
sample size. For comparison, the current constraints on the
rocky/non-rocky transition by Rogers (2015) used the sam-
ple of forty-two transiting planets with RV follow-up de-
scribed by Marcy et al. (2014). While, this sample is quite
large, the majority of these targets provide little informa-
tion about the transition radius. Only fourteen of the plan-
ets in the Marcy et al. (2014) catalog are between 1 and 2
R⊕, and six of those have uncertainties too large to provide
meaningful constraints, i.e., these six have only mass upper
limits and those limits are not low enough to test whether
those planets have rocky compositions. Therefore, it is only
a small subset of ∼8 planets that are providing most of our
current information on the transition. Accordingly, ∼20-30
planets with radii near the current 1.5 R⊕ transition and
2-3σ mass detections, or upper limits that are deep enough
to rule out a rocky composition, should be sufficient to test
the predictions made here.
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Of particular interest will be planets that receive either
very high or relatively low levels of irradiation, e.g., & 500
F⊕ or . 50 F⊕, which for Sun-like stars corresponds to or-
bital periods . 3.5 days or & 20 days respectively. Such a
sample should be possible once TESS launches. Using the
mock catalog of simulated TESS detections from Sullivan
et al. (2015), we estimate that TESS should find ∼ 30 plan-
ets with radii 1.2 R⊕−1.8 R⊕ around stars with V-band mag-
nitudes brighter than 10 and receiving > 500 F⊕, and ∼170
planets receiving < 50 F⊕. Likewise, planets around later
spectral types will also provide a valuable test of the predic-
tions made here, and using the Sullivan et al. (2015) mock
catalog, we estimate that TESS should find ∼ 80 planets in
this size range around mid-M dwarfs with Te f f < 3400 K
and V-mag<10.

4.2 Implications for η⊕

One of the primary goals of recent transit surveys, including
NASA’s Kepler Mission has been to determine η⊕, the fre-
quency of Earth-sized rocky planets in the habitable zones
(HZ) of Sun-like stars. Unfortunately, current surveys are
still highly incomplete for planets .1.5 R⊕ with orbital peri-
ods &200 days (e.g., Petigura et al. 2013b; Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2014; Burke et al. 2015). Although Kepler has found
several &1.5 R⊕ planets in the HZ of sun-like stars (Pe-
tigura et al. 2013b; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014; Burke et al.
2015), these planets may be gas-rich sub-Neptunes (Rogers
2015). So far only one likely rocky planet Kepler-452b has
been found that is potentially in the habitable zone of a
Sun-like star (Jenkins et al. 2015). Meanwhile, the shorter
period rocky planets, whose occurrence rate is well con-
strained (e.g., Fressin et al. 2013; Petigura et al. 2013b;
Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014; Burke et al. 2015), may be
evaporated cores as described above in Section 2. Due to
their greater detectability, many recent efforts to estimate
the frequency of potentially habitable planets have focused
on K and M dwarfs (e.g., Dressing & Charbonneau 2013;
Kopparapu 2013; Morton & Swift 2014; Dressing & Char-
bonneau 2015; Gaidos et al. 2016), where Kepler has found
many more potentially rocky planets in or near the hab-
itable zone. However, many rocky planets in the habitable
zones of late-type stars could also be the products of photo-
evaporation, as their stars higher XUV activity means that
they could lose initial H/He envelopes of up to ∼1% of their
mass (Owen & Mohanty 2016).

All of this means that any efforts to constrain the fre-
quency of true Earth-analogs by looking at the frequency of
planets slightly larger and more irradiated than Earth (e.g.,
Petigura et al. 2013a; Silburt et al. 2015), or around later
stellar types, may significantly over-estimate η⊕ by including
planets that either are not rocky or have only become rocky
due to photo-evaporation. Unfortunately, this is a problem
for studies like Traub (2012) that assume the radius and pe-
riod distributions can be described by separate uncorrelated
power-laws, studies like Burke et al. (2015) that use more
complex separable broken power-laws, or indeed any study
which assumes that planetary radii and irradiation/period
distributions are uncorrelated and separable. For this rea-
son it is important to try and determine the origin of the
irradiated rocky planet population to understand the sig-
nificance of this bias. Some methods such as the Gaussian

process model used by Foreman-Mackey et al. (2014) or the
Approximate Bayesian Computation framework presented
by Hsu et al. (2018) allow for the possible of complex non-
monotonic correlations between the planetary radii and pe-
riod distributions, however, thus far these methods have not
been applied to the final DR25 Kepler sample (Thompson
et al. 2018).

The need for updated planet occurrence rates is partic-
ularly pressing at the moment given current efforts to design
future missions and plan observations to search for biomark-
ers on potentially Earth-like exoplanets. For example, there
is currently a large effort to find Earth-sized rocky planets
transiting nearby M dwarfs, so that their atmospheres can
be characterized by JWST with transmission spectroscopy
to look for oxygen and methane in their atmospheres (e.g.,
Deming et al. 2009; Berta et al. 2013; Cowan et al. 2015;
Barstow & Irwin 2016; Greene et al. 2016). Meanwhile,
NASA is currently studying mission concepts for next gen-
eration direct imaging missions capable of observing Earth-
like planets, including Large UV/Optical/IR Surveyor (LU-
VOIR) (Crooke et al. 2016) and the Habitable Exoplanet
Imaging Mission (Habex) (Mennesson et al. 2016), in prepa-
ration for the 2020 decadal survey. Obtaining an accurate
estimate for η⊕, which accounts for complex correlations
between the radii and period distributions, and an under-
standing of how this is affected by photo-evaporation will
be critical to the success of these efforts.

5 SUMMARY

Using models of planet evolution with atmospheric photo-
evaporation and Monte Carlo simulations of rocky planet
growth we have examined two possible scenarios for the ori-
gin of the highly irradiated rocky planet population recently
found by NASA’s Kepler Mission. Specifically, we considered
the possibility that this rocky planet population is formed
from the rocky cores of gas-rich planets that have had their
gaseous envelopes stripped by photo-evaporation or impact
erosion. We then compared this to a population that initially
formed rocky and examined what each of these scenarios pre-
dicts for the period dependence of the observed transition
between rocky and non-rocky planets. The key points of this
study are summarized below.

• Recent studies have identified a new population of
highly irradiated rocky planets with a transition to non-
rocky volatile rich sub-Neptunes that occurs around ∼ 1.5
R⊕.
• If this rocky planet population originated as the evap-

orated cores of gas-rich sub-Neptunes, then this transition
radius should decrease and rocky planets should become less
common at longer orbital periods.
• If on the other-hand, these planets formed rocky after

their disks had already dissipated, then the transition radius
should increase with orbital period.
• With the upcoming launch of new transit missions like

TESS and CHEOPS, it should be soon be possible to de-
termine the period dependence of the transition radius with
radial velocity follow-up.
• Of particular interest will be planets that receive either

very high or relatively low levels of irradiation, e.g., & 500 F⊕
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or . 50 F⊕, which for Sun-like stars corresponds to orbital
periods . 3.5days or & 20 days respectively.
• The difference between these two scenarios has impor-

tant implications for current efforts to measure η⊕, and will
therefore be essential for future missions to study Earth-like
planets.
• In particular, these results show that it is important

that studies of planet occurrence rates account for the possi-
bility of complex non-monotonic correlations between plane-
tary radius and period distributions and do not assume that
these distributions are seperable.

In reality of course, the two scenarios considered here
represent two end member possibilities and the real hot
rocky exoplanet population is likely to be a mix of both that
were born rocky and of stripped sub-Neptunes. However,
since understanding the the relative importance of these two
formation channels will be critical to our efforts to search for
Earth-like planets, it is important to understand the statisti-
cal predictions of these mechanisms so that we can estimate
their relative contributions to the observed population.
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